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Outline of Talk
Neutrino masses: Nature, scale, ordering

Theoretical approach to mixings: 
(a) Symmetries: (b) Grand unified theories: 

Testing models using 
Testing Seesaw: (a) low scale seesaw at LHC

(b) 
(c) B-L p-decay and



Issues in Neutrino Mass 
Physics: (i) Nature of mass

Dirac:  L is conserved;           decay forbidden;
Majorana:          allowed but strength depends on 
normal or inverted hierarchy;

Are there intermediate possibilities e.g. one flavor 
Dirac, others Majorana: Inconsistent with osc. data:

Exception: some mass eigenstates Dirac and others 
Majorana: Schizophrenic: (Allahverdi, Dutta, R. N. M. 2010)



Double beta tests of 
Nature of mass

Majorana:           search:   Schizophrenic

IH  

one mass eigenstate
(Feruglio, Strumia,Vissani) Dirac; 2 Majorana

(Allahverdi, Dutta, R. N. M.,2010)     



Why schizophrenic ?

Could arise in certain inflation models e.g. those 
discussed  by (Allahverdi, Kusenko, Mazumdar)

Also possible if there are two seesaw heavy RH 
neutrinos in 4-D and one RH nu in 5th dimension—
Different from conventional pseudo-Dirac form:

This scenario affects neutrino flux from extra 
galactic sources: (Barry, RNM, Rodejohann’2011)



Issues: (ii)   Mass ordering
.

What does theory say ?



Physics behind neutrino 
mass (i) Scale

Seesaw paradigm:
Normal seesaw: 

H= Singlet fermion  NR (type I);                Majorana
Triplet scalar          (type II); 
Triplet fermion        (type III) 

Inverse seesaw:     



Seesaw scale:
Normal seesaw: Natural scale ~

-can be TeV with small coupling

Inverse seesaw: Natural scale: TeV

LHC search: (Senjanovic’s talk at Numass 2013)

-Current limit: WR > 2.5 TeV for type I seesaw (CMS, ATLAS)

-Doubly charged Higgs mass (type II seesaw) > 375-400 GeV
(CMS, ATLAS)



(ii) Understanding neutrino  
mixings:

All eyes are on      : 
-Important for understanding the origin of matter 

Two approaches: predictions and tests
(i) Leptonic Symmetry approach:
(ii) Grand unification approach



Why symmetry approach ?
(i) Seesaw not predictive: 21 param. (I,III) and 12 (II): 

Outputs: 3 masses, 3 mixings; 3 phases= 9

(ii)  < 2012 ;                ;
embodied in Tribimaximal mixing; boosted sym approach

(Altarelli, Feruglio; Ma,Rajasekaran; Lam; Hagedorn; King, Luhn, Marzielas; ).

> mid-2012 has had profound 
impact on new physics behind nu mixings:



Implications of the 
measurement of

(Albright, Chen’06)

18 models survive-

TBM ruled out !!
Helps Measurement of       : which will be significant:    
(i)  crucial for understanding origin of matter; 
(ii) can narrow choice of models



Symmetry approach: post
Before symmetry breaking:

(or                   )

After
sym. Br.

mismatch is                 with



Predictions for 
Examples  based on
Should have 3-dimensional rep. to fit 3 gen.
Predict CP phases:  one class

(Z2xCP; Grimus, Lavoura;  S4 xCP ; R. N. M., Nishi; Z2 x Z2 xCP; Gupta, Joshipura,Patel;

S 4 xCP: Feruglio, Hagedorn, Ziegler; Antusch, Gross, Maurer, Sluka’12)

Other examples:
A4 :                                   (Ishimori, Ma)

SU(5)xT’: 840 (Meroni, Petcov,..); 2270 (Chen, Mahanthappa);

A4: 2700 (Branco et al’12); 700 (Hernandez, Smirnov’12)



Cons of symmetry approach:
Treats leptons only and leaves quarks aside:

Observations e.g.                                  unexplained:

Vacuum alignment is often not easy !!

Quark-lepton complementarity,
but not mass ratio 

(Smirnov; Raidal; Minakata, Smirnov)



Connecting to quarks- GUTs
Natural seesaw scale close to GUT scale:
How to understand normal hierarchy ?

How to understand

Are quarks and leptons really separate ? 
suggestions  to the contrary:

Is there a unified approach to flavor ?



GUT approach

Recital of standard virtues of GUTs:   
+ SUSY at TeV couplings unify

(SUSY not essential)

GeVMU
1610≈

)( Zi Mα

Provides a unified approach to flavor

Explains electric charge quantization
Can explain the origin of Seesaw scale



SO(10) SUSY GUT –dream 
picture for neutrinos 

SO(10) unifies all fermions/family in single rep.  
Unifies quark-lepton flavor                                  

Scales : SO(10) MSSM SM
Seesaw scale = GUT scale !!
Minimal renormalizable models with 126-Higgs
predictive for nu masses and mixings in terms of 
quark masses  (19 parameters). No symmetries needed:  
(Babu,Mohapatra’93)

10+126+120+CP 15 parameters (Dutta, Mimura, RNM’05)



Predictive Quark-lepton 
connection in minimal SO(10)

Leptons  Quarks

(Babu, Mohapatra’93; Fukuyama, Okada’02; Bajc, Senjanovic, Vissani’02; Goh, RNM, Ng, Phys.Lett. 
B570 (2003) 215; Aulakh, Melfo, Senjanovic, Vissani’05; Babu, Macesanu’2005; Bertolini, 
Malinsky, Schwetz’06; Joshipura, patel’11)

νM
nu

CKMe,mu,tau

νUUUPMNS
+= l

SO(10)

Seesaw



Successes of Minimal SO(10)
Works qualitatively and quantitatively
Predictions:

large                              

“large” (Goh, RNM, Ng, 03 ; Babu, Macesanu’05)13θ λ≈
λ~

atmos

solar

m
m

2312 ,θθ

15.013 ≅θ



Updates- minimal SO(10)
Non-SUSY SO(10): (Joshipura, Patel’2011)

- Fits       along with other mixings;

SUSY SO(10) with S4 (to understand flavor) (Dev, Dutta,           

RNM, Severson’12) 



Testing GUT scale seesaw

μ e+γ( classic test but only susy seesaw )
Broken B-L – a key element of SO(10) seesaw
p-decay violating B-L decay due to seesaw !! 
SO(10) GUT with/without SUSY

-Observable proton decay modes with B-L
-Observable NN-bar oscillation B-L=2
Conventional modes                         (B-L=0
and do not test seesaw)



SUSY Seesaw:
Susy partners mix due to physics above seesaw scale:     

(          ) (Borzumatii; Masiero’86)

MEG limit: < 5.7x10-13 ; constrains 

RH neutrino spectrum !!
(Antusch et al 2006; Generic seesaw I)

Relate                 to 
Specific SO(10) with 10+126+120 with observed         also 
predicts observable branching ratio for                         
for Type I  and not type II  (Mimura et al’13: arXiv: 1302.2574)



B-L violating nucleon decay 
modes in SO(10)

Key modes due to seesaw:
.

Arise when some of the {126} scalar fields 
remain at intermediate scale:

(Babu, Mohapatra; PRL109 (2012) 091803 ; PLB 715 (2012) 328 )

Compatible with coupling unification
P-life time:



Observable neutron-anti-
neutron oscillation

GUT

Gnn-bar =  10-29 GeV-5 

Current bounds: ILL expt by M. Baldoceolin et al. 



Summary message
.        has weeded out many models and all eyes are   
on          and mass hierarchy to understand origin  
of matter; will narrow field of models;

Minimal SO(10) GUT approach appealing: predicted -
Inverted hierarchy or schizophrenic will rule out SO(10)  
- B-L=2 p- decay and N-N-bar: new tests of renorm. SO(10).
- can test susy seesaw.

Symmetry approach, a promising alternative:
Confirm Sterile neutrino will be a new revolution



Given this limit on 
why are nuclei stable ?

Oscillation inside nuclei are suppressed
by the factor

More detailed calculation: (Dover, Gal, Richard)

Super-K search > 2.44x108 sec. 

123 sec103.0 −×=R

nnτ



Seesaw in SU(5) and B-L  
nucleon decays 

SU(5) with type I  seesaw:
Recall: exotic Higgs couplings for BLV decay:

But ρ and η absent in SU(5) nu models with 
type I or III seesaw. hence no B-L p-decays
Way to distinguish SU(5) vs SO(10) 
SU(5) with type II seesaw {15}-field
Leads to observable BVL n-decay but not 
observable nn-bar



Color sextets      @LHC
TeV scaleColor sextets Can be searched at LHC:

(I) Single production: 
xsection calculated in (RNM, Okada, Yu’07;) resonance peaks above SM 
background- decay to tj;

Important LHC signature:

(II) Drell-Yan pair production
Leads to         final states:      LHC reach < TeV
(Chen, Rentala, Wang; Berger, Cao, Chen, Shaughnessy, Zhang’10; Han, Lewis’09)

ududGqq ΔΔ→→

qqΔ

tjud ud →Δ→

tjtj



Vacuum 
Tube and
Mag. Shield
L ~ 100 m
Dia ~ 5 m

Focusing
Super-m 
Reflector
L ~ 20m

L~100 m
dia ~ 4 m

Dedicated spallation target 
optimized for cold neutron production

o “Background free” detector:
one event = discovery

oExpected sensitivity  > 2,000 ILL units

PP
29



Scale sensitivity-1-loop
Coupling unification is sensitive to sextet mass

1 TeV 2 TeV 10 TeV



Cross sections for single 
and pair productions

.

14 TeV LHC



Proton decay and 
baryogenesis connection 

Baryogenesis without leptogenesis
Decays of ω ρH can produce baryon asym.

Graphs responsible; right order.
Sphalerons do not wash away- it has B-L=2



Asymmetry related to 
neutrino mass

Asymmetry related to ω-couplings that are 
couplings of {10} and {126} and related to 
neutrino masses:



The color sextet model
N-N-bar interactions go out of eq. around 1015

GeV;
Two sources of matter-anti-matter asymmetry:
(a) Leptogenesis
(b) B-L violating GUT scale by              decay 



Proton decay challenge
Current status: Super-K limits

Hyper-K to push    
limits by factor 10

proton decay 
true test of GUTs  



S4 Theory predictions 
Realistic 10+126+10’ model with triplet flavons:

Yukawa texture:



Prediction of       ,
Model 

correl.
(Dev,Dutta,
RNM,
Severson’12)

13θ



Implications for Higgs mass
To fit mb large threshold corrections needed-
that requires large A-term in susy
Has implications           
for susy spectrum:            stop-gluino masses

120 GeV < MH <128 GeV.



Current best fit values
.Schwetz, Tortola, Valle :1108                                                     Curious feature!



B-L conserving modes --
consistency check on model

Gauge exchange

Higgsino exchange
Model dependent –
Potentially “fatal”
(e.g. minimal SU(5))



Proton decay -SUSY SO(10)
Minimal 10+126 
cancellation

possible for low tanβ

A prediction
τp → π+ν<6x 1032 yrs  

( Goh, RNM, Nasri, Ng’05)



GUT Scenarios
SU(5) with 45+ NR with Majorana mass near MU

-Why is MN  large? 
-60 parameters; Need symmetries to predict: (A4 ,S4, 
T’)

(Altarelli, Feruglio; King, Luhn, Antusch, Spinrath; Chen, Mahanthappa; Hagedorn,Meroni, 

Petcov,Spinrath; Ishimori, Saga, Tanimoto, Shimizu; Bazzochi, Merlo….) 

Type II alternative: SU(5) +45+15
- 45 parameters 

(Joaquim, Rossi; Hambye, RNM, Nasri, Yu….)



Schizophrenic: a specially 
aligned pseudo-Dirac

Typical pseudo-Dirac       Schizophrenic
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Origin of B-L=2 n-decay
Diagram for neutron-decay:     d=7 Operator O2

in {10, 126};
{126}

in {126}4

Leads to                             decay  



Coupling unification; seesaw 
induced proton decay modes

An e-π+ ~

Observability ; is it GUT allowed ?

Yes



Alternative SO(10) 
unification and 

Coupling unif with TeV color sextets

Mass ~1 TeV GeV
(Babu, Mohapatra, arXiv:1206.5701, PLB)

.            Induced
by

Also         in LHC range
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